Posilipo, and he did not hesitate to leave the enemy in possession of
the field of battle, since haying fully accomplished his purpose the
victory lay certainly with him.
So he gave the order to go about, and headed for Naples, taking
with him the three captured galleys, in charge of a sufficiency of his
soldiers and wardens to sec that the rowers plied the oars. If Lando
chose to pursue him it was unlikely that he would get within range
before the harbour was reached. Should he, nevertheless, do so, and
press Prospero too hard, it would be time enough to consider renewing
the action.	.
But Lando did not pursue, and so, still early in the afternoon,
Prospero followed the supply ships into harbour, to receive there such
an ovation as had not often fallen to a seaman's lot. And this not
only from the people that lined the water-front and crowded the mole,
drawn thither by the report of the arriving relief, but from the crews
of the supply ships now at anchor. As his capitana went past them at
the head of the line of homing galleys, their crews lined the bulwarks
and roared their acclamations. He landed on the mole under the
Tower of St. Vincent, which controls the sluices of the moat, and here
the Prince of Orange, who was waiting to give him welcome, opened
his arms to embrace him like a brother, whilst the hungry populace
cheered with frenzied enthusiasm the hero who had brought them food.
Generous were the expressions of the young Viceroy's delight.
**As pretty a piece of work as ever was seen," he declared it. "To
go out with six galleys and come back with nine after defeating a fleet
of twice your strength is in itself a matter for pride. But it is the art
you displayed in the use you made of the island that proclaims the
master. It is a tale that will rejoice the Emperor, and he shall have it,
for my own sake as well as yours. For to me will be the credit of
having chosen you for the enterprise."
XIL   TEE AMEND
what the prince of orange said that day, the world was saying
before September was out. By then the brave tale of that brief naval
battle in the Straits of Procida, magnified in the telling, had flamed over
Italy; it had crossed the Alps; it had reached the Emperor in Madrid,
and was to be memorable to him as the one bright piece of news
amidst all the gloomy reports that came to him out of Italy.
Prosperous mother heard it in Florence, and ^yent swollen with
pride in her son. It was told in Genoa, and it rejoiced a people ever
jealous of Venice that the hero of it should be a Genoese. It brought
the name of Adorno into a sudden esteem that went to increase the
continuing disfavour of the Dorias, against whom it was remembered
that they were responsible for the exile of the Adorni. Within a few
days Genoa was clamouring for their recall.
It was heard with joy by del Vasto at the Imperial court, with
mortification by FiUppino Doria at Lerici* In Filippino's view it
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